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1. INTRODUCTION
The wavelet threshold method has become very popular since a series of
papers [813]. They discovered that the linear estimator cannot attain the
optimal convergence rate in a ball of Besov space Bsp, q for p<2 when the
error is measured in L2 norm. They also showed that the appropriate
thresholded wavelet estimator attains the optimal convergence rate. In the
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wavelet threshold regression estimation, the papers mentioned above
considered the model
Yi= g(xi)+_=i , i=1, 2, ..., n, (1.1)
where xi= in # [0, 1], the random errors, =1 , ..., =n , are independently identi-
cally normally distributed with mean zero and variance one, and n is
written as 2J for a positive integer J.
Their method of estimation required an orthonormal wavelet system of
basis functions, [,j0k ; jk ; j j0], which is generated by dilations and
translations of a scaling function , and a mother wavelet function ,
respectively. These basis functions, which are localized in both spatial posi-
tion and frequency, are optimal compressing functions under more tradi-
tional ‘‘homogeneous’’ smoothness assumption like Ho lder or L2 -Sobolev
and under the case of ‘‘inhomogeneous’’ smoothness like Lp -Sobolev or
Besov Bsp, q for p<2. Using these basis functions, any f # L
2 (R) can be
expanded in a Fourier series, i.e., f =k : j0k ,j0k+j j0 k ;jkjk , where
the wavelet coefficients, :j0k= f (x) , j0 k (x) dx and ;jk= f (x)  jk (x) dx,
are estimated by empirical wavelet coefficients, :^j0k and ; jk , respectively.
Donoho et al. [812] constructed the wavelet threshold estimators using
the idea of threshold; i.e., delete those empirical coefficients ; jk if they are
sufficiently small. They proposed two thresholding rules to handle the
empirical coefficients:
(a) hard thresholding,
$(h) (; jk , *)=; jkI[ |; jk| *] ; (1.2)
(b) soft thresholding,
$(s) (; jk , *)=sgn(; jk)( |; jk |&*)+ . (1.3)
The wavelet threshold estimator of f, thus, has the form
f =:
k
:^j0k ,j0k+ :
j1
j= j0
:
k
$(; jk , *j) jk ,
where $ denotes either $(h) or $(s). There are many advantages of the intro-
duced estimator [812], e.g., attaining uniform optimal rate of con-
vergence and near-optimal rate of convergence in a wide range of classes of
smoothing functions.
Afterwards, Johnstone and Silverman [17], Neumann and Sachs [20],
and Neumann and Spokoing [21] considered a wavelet threshold
estimator for fixed design under the situations of correlated Gaussian
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errors and independent non-Gaussian errors. Delyon and Juditsky [5] dis-
cussed the wavelet threshold estimator for the case of uniformly distributed
random design.
For the classical curve estimation, a great deal of attention has been paid
to the problem of irregular or random design. The kernel estimator, one of
the earliest nonparametric curve estimating techniques, is constructed as a
ratio which cancels out explicitly most of the effect of random design. Alter-
native approaches, e.g., the convolution method and the local polynomial
smoothing, conduct the cancellation implicitly.
Recently, Hall and Turlach [14] constructed a wavelet threshold
estimator using the interpolating method and the idea of thresholding.
They showed that their estimator attains the optimal convergence rate for
a fixed function f. Brown and Cai [1] gave a wavelet threshold estimator
for non-equal spaced fixed design regression with near optimal convergence
rate in Ho lder classes.
In this paper, we construct a wavelet threshold estimator of a regression
function in the case of general random design by using local polynomial
estimation method and the idea of thresholding. We show that, under L2
loss, this estimator attains the uniform optimal convergence rate in a ball
of Besov space Bsp, q for 1 p, q and any linear estimator cannot attain
the same rate if p<2. We also construct the adaptive wavelet estimator
which attains the optimal rate of convergence, up to a logarithmic factor,
in a wide range of Besov scale. The procedure of constructing our wavelet
threshold estimator is divided into three steps: (1) get an estimator of a
regression function at regular knots by a local polynomial estimation
method; (2) estimate the wavelet coefficients; and (3) construct the wavelet
threshold estimator of a regression function using the idea of thresholding.
Some basic concepts and properties of wavelet and Besov space on inter-
val [0, 1] are given in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the model for the
random design, the lower bound of the convergence rate for linear
estimators and non-linear estimators, the procedure of estimation and the
convergence rate of the proposed wavelet estimator. The proofs of all
results are given in the Appendix.
2. WAVELET AND BESOV SPACE ON INTERVAL [0, 1]
2.1. Orthogonal Wavelet on Interval [0, 1]
We describe a particular wavelet basis for L2 [0, 1] developed by Cohen
et al. [2] which is closely connected with Daubechies’ orthonormal
and compact support wavelet basis of L2 (R) (see [3]). For L>0 and
2 j02L, a set of functions [, j0k for k=0, 1, ..., 2
j0&1; jk for j j0 and
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k=0, 1, ..., 2 j&1] forms an orthonormal basis of L2 [0, 1]. Using this
notation, the L2 [0, 1] reconstruction formula is
f = :
2
j0&1
k=0
:j0k, j0k+ :
j j0
:
2 j&1
k=0
;jk jk ,
where the coefficients are given by
:j0k=|
1
0
f (x) , j0k (x) dx and ; jk=|
1
0
f (x) jk (x) dx.
These functions are derived from Daubechies’ orthonormal and compact
support wavelet at the interior of the interval and boundary-correction at
the ‘‘edges.’’ Strictly speaking, for Lk2 j&L&1 and j j0 ,
,jk (x)=2 j2,(2 jx&k) and jk=2 j2(2 jx&k), (2.1)
where , is a scaling function with unit integral and support
/[&L+1, L], and  is a mother wavelet with support /[&L+1, L].
For 0kL&1, there exist 4L basis functions , (L )k , ,
(R)
k , 
(L)
k , and
(R)k all having the support belonging to [0, 2L&1] such that
,jk (x)=2 j2, (L)k (2
jx),
jk(x)=2 j2 (L)k (2
jx),
,j, 2 j&k+1 (x)=2 j2, (R)k (2
j (1&x)),
and
j, 2 j&k+1 (x)=2 j2 (R)k (2
j (1&x)).
Totally, there are 4L+2 distinct functions on the interval [0, 1]. All these
functions have the same regularity (the same degree of smoothness), and all
mother wavelet functions used here have L vanishing moments.
Definition 1. A wavelet basis on [0, 1] constructed using above pro-
cedure has regularity r (r2) if all mother wavelets used have r vanishing
moments.
From [2], we note that, for any r2, the father and mother wavelets
have the following smoothness property,
,,  # C*r, 0.1936*0.2075,
where C*r is Ho lder space with parameter *r. Thus, the father and mother
wavelets are continuous and bounded.
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2.2. Besov Space on Interval [0, 1]
There are many definitions of Besov space. We describe one of the classi-
cal definitions of Besov space on interval [0, 1] proposed by DeVore and
Popov [6].
Definition 2. Let 2(r)h f (t) be the r th difference of f, i.e. 
r
k=0 (
r
k)(&1)
k
f (t+kh). The r th modulus of the smoothness of f in L p [0, 1] is, thus,
Wr, p ( f, t)=sup
ht
&2 (r)h f &L p[0, 1&rh] .
The Besov semi-norm of index (s, p, q) is defined, for r>s, 0 p, q,
by
| f |B sp, q=_|
1
0 \
Wr, p ( f, h)
hs +
q dh
h &
1q
for the usual modification if q = . The Besov norm is then defined
as & f &B sp, q=& f &Lp[0, 1]+| f | Bsp, q . The Besov space on [0, 1] denoted
by Bsp, q [0, 1] is the set of all functions f : [0, 1]  R with & f &B sp, q<.
A Besov ball denoted by Bsp, q (T ) is given by
Bsp, q (T )=[ f # B
s
p, q [0, 1]; & f &B sp, qT]
for a finite constant T.
Wavelet coefficients also measure the smoothness of functions. It is the
fact that the Besov norm is essentially a function of wavelet coefficients.
The following Proposition 2.1 may be found in [16, p. 119].
Proposition 2.1. For a wavelet basis of regularity r(>s), the norm, for
1 p, q, is defined as
& f &s, p, q=&:j0&p+\ :j j0 (2
j(s+12&1p) &;j&p)q+
1q
,
where &:j0&
p
p =
2
j0&1
k=0 |:j0k |
p and &;j & pp =
2
j
&1
k=0 |; jk |
p, :j0k and ;jk are the
wavelet coefficients of f. Then, for every f # L p[O, 1], there exist constants
C independent of f such that
& f &s, p, qC & f &B sp, q .
When the index (s, p, q) varies, Besov space Bsp, q may contain most of
the classical smoothing functional spaces. Here, we describe some of the
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Sobolev embedding results which can be found in, for example, [4, 13,
pp. 510513; 16, p. 124].
Proposition 2.2. Denote C s [0, 1], C0 [0, 1], and W kp [0, 1] as Ho lder,
bounded continuous functional, and Sobolev spaces on interval [0, 1], respec-
tively. Then
(a) Bs,  [0, 1]=C
s [0, 1], for 0<s<1,
(b) Bsp, q[0, 1]/C
0 [0, 1]/L [0, 1], for s> 1p ,
(c) Bsp, q[0, 1]/B
s$
p$, q [0, 1], for s$=s&
1
p+
1
p$ , p$ p,
(d) Bkp, 1 /W
k
p /B
k
p,  , for any integer k>0,
where A/B means A can be embedded continuously into B, and A=B
means that A/B and B/A. It is clear that when f # Bsp, q (T ), & f &C for
some finite constant C independent of f.
Next, we describe another characterization of Besov space on interval
[0, 1]. We follow the notations in [4] and Sections 3.4 and 3.5 of [25].
For any function f and an integer M0, let
B(x, t)=[ y # [0, 1] : |x& y|t],
for x # [0, 1] and t>0, and
OSC (M)f (x, t)=inf
P
sup
y # B(x, t)
| f ( y)&P( y)|,
where inf is taken over all polynomials P of degree no more than M.
Furthermore, we use the notation
% (M)j (x)=OSC
(M)f (x, 2& j)
in the place where the function f is clearly understood.
Proposition 2.3 [25, Proposition 3.4.2]. For any function f, there exist
an optimal polynomial Px( y) with degree no more than M, a positive con-
stant C and an integer J0 independent of f such that
sup
y # B(x, 2& j)
| f ( y)&Px( y)|C% (M)j&J0 (x),
for integers M and j0.
Using Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, we obtain the following proposition.
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Proposition 2.4. Let !m=2& j (m+12) where m and j are integers. If
f # Bsp, q (T ), s>1p and M[s], then, for any integer l satisfying 0l j,
:
2j&1
m=0
|% (M)l (!m)|
pC2&lsp+ j,
where the constant C does not depend on f, j and l.
3. WAVELET THRESHOLD ESTIMATOR AND
CONVERGENCE RATE
Let (X1 , Y1 , ..., (Xn , Yn) be a random sample from a bivariate random
variable (X, Y). We consider the estimation of the regression function
g(x)=E(Y | X=x). We assume that (Xi , Yi), for i=1, 2, ..., n, satisfies
Yi= g(Xi)+_(Xi) =i , (3.1)
where _( } ) is bounded, i.e., there is a constant _ such that _(x)_ for any
x, and =1 , ..., =n are independent of each other and of X1 , ..., Xn with
E(=i)=0 and E(=2i )=1. We also assume that the random variable X is
distributed, on interval [0, 1], with density f.
3.1. Lower Bound of Convergence Rate
In order to compare the classes of linear and non-linear estimators of a
regression function, we begin with the class CL of linear estimators defined
by the representation
g^L (x)= :
n
i=1
Yi|i (x, X1 , ..., Xn),
where |i is one of the measurable functions.
Theorem 1. If the density function f is bounded, _(x)=_ for all x, p2
and s 1p , then there exists a constant C such that
inf
g^L # CL
sup
g # Bsp, q(T )
E & g^L (x)& g(x)&2L 2[0, 1]Cn&2s$(2s$+1),
where s$=s+ 12&
1
p .
The corresponding lower bound for non-linear estimators is given by the
following theorem.
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Theorem 2. If the density function f is bounded, _(x)=_ for all x, and
=i is distributed with density |(x) satisfying the condition
1&| - |(x) |(x+h) dxC h2
for a constant C and a sufficient small h, then there exists a constant C such
that
inf
g^
sup
g # B sp, q(T )
E & g^(x)& g(x)&2L 2[0, 1]Cn
&2s(2s+1),
where inf is taken over all estimators.
The proofs of these two theorems are the refinement of those for [19,
Theorems 1, 2]. For the reader’s reference, we give the proofs in Appendix.
Remark 1. For p<2, no linear estimator attains the optimal con-
vergence rate n&2s(2s+1) since 2s$(2s$+1)<2s(2s+1). It will be shown
that a wavelet threshold estimator can attain this rate.
3.2. Wavelet Threshold Estimator and Convergence Rate
By the following notations
N=2J 
n
ln2 n
, !m=2&J \m+12+
Am={i; Xi # _mN ,
m+1
N &= , |Am |=card(Am)
zm, i=N(Xi&!m), Zm, i=(1, zm, i , ..., zDm, i)$ (3.2)
u=(1, 0, ..., 0)$ ((D+1)&vector), Vm= :
i # Am
Zm, i Z$m, i
4m=[u$V &1m ukA |Am |
&1, Vm>0], 4= ,
N&1
m=0
4m ,
where A$ denotes the transpose of A, and an  bn means that 0<
lim inf
an
bn
lim sup
an
bn
<, we construct the wavelet threshold estimator of a
regression function g(x) by the following three steps:
(1) We use a local polynomial of degree D fitted by least-squares to
get the estimator of g(!m) at the regular grid. If Vm>0 (i.e., Vm is a
positive definite matrix), then the unique local polynomial least-squares
estimator of g(!m) is
g~ (!m)= :
i # Am
u$V &1m Zm, iYi
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and the modified estimator is
g^(!m)= :
i # Am
u$V &1m Zm, iYi I4m , (3.3)
where I[}] is an indicator function.
(2) First we construct the estimators of the wavelet coefficients, :Jk ,
at level J using the method suggested by Delyon and Juditsky [4] with
boundary correction. There exist constants [bm], [b (L)km ], and [b
(R)
km ]
satisfying
| xl,(x) dx= :
D
m=0
bm (m+12) l,
| xl, (L)k (x) dx= :
D
m=0
b (L)km (m+k+12)
l,
and
| xl, (R)k (x) dx= :
D
m=0
b (R)km (m+k+12)
l
for l=0, ..., D and 0kL&1. The estimator of :Jk is, thus, given by
2&J2 :
D
m=0
b (L)km g^(!k+m) for 0kL&1;
:^Jk={2&J2 :Dm=0 bm g^(!k+m) for Lk2J&L&1; (3.4)2&J2 :D
m=0
b (R)k$m g^(!k&m) for 2
J&Lk2J&1,
where k$=2J&k&1.
Let :^$=(:^J, 0 , ..., :^J, N&1). By finite discrete wavelet transformation (see,
[9]), we have
; J=W:^J , (3.5)
where W is an orthogonal finite wavelet transformation matrix. The vector
; J has N=2J elements. It is convenient to index these N elements
dyadically by the scheme
; $J=(:^$j0 , ; $j0 , ..., ; $J&1),
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where, for any integer j, :^$j=(:^j, 0 , ..., :^j, 2 j&1) and ; $j=(; j, 0 , ..., ; j, 2 j&1). We
use :^j0k and ; jk to estimate the wavelet coefficients :j0k and ;jk , respectively.
(3) Using the idea of thresholding, the wavelet threshold estimator of
g(x) is defined by
g^W (x)= :
2
j0&1
k=0
:^j0k,j0k(x)+ :
J&1
j= j0
:
2
j
&1
k=0
$(; jk , * j) jk(x), (3.6)
where $( } , } ) denotes either hard or soft threshold given in (1.2) or (1.3),
respectively.
In the remaining part of this section, we consider the uniform con-
vergence rate of the estimator constructed above in a Besov ball Bsp, q(T )
under the following two assumptions:
(I) E |=i | l 12 l ! H
l&2 for i=1, ..., n, l3 and a constant H.
(II) f is continuous on interval [0, 1], and there exist constants k*
and k
*
such that
0<k
*
 f (x)k*< for x # [0, 1].
Remark 2. The moment assumption in (I) is not strong. In fact, most
of the distributions in textbooks satisfy this assumption. For example, =i
has a normal distribution N(0, _2) and then E |=i | l=(- 2_2) l ( l2&1)( l2&2)
} } } 12 . It is clear that there exists a constant H depending on _
2 such that
the assumption (I) holds. It is easy to verify that exponential distribution,
gamma distribution and uniform distribution on a finite interval also
satisfy this moment assumption.
Define a (D+1)_(D+1) matrix V=(v:;) by
v:;=|
|x|12
x:x; dx. (3.7)
Then, V>0 [23, p. 1354]. Let *0 be the smallest eigenvalue of V. We have
the following lemma.
Lemma 1. If kA2*0 , then, for any r>0 and a sufficient large n,
P(4)1&n&r.
Remark 3. From Lemma 1, we note that the proposed estimator is
only affected slightly by the truncation of (3.3) when n is large. However,
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for a relative small n, the following modified estimator of g(!m) may be
appropriate
g^(!m)={ :i # Am u$V
&1
m Zm, i Yi if I4m=1
( g^(!m&1)+ g^(!m+1))2 for I4m=0.
Let g^$=( g^(!0), ..., g^(!N&1)). From (3.4), :^ may be written as
:^=2&J2B } g^, (3.8)
where B is a N_N matrix. It is easy to show that there is a constant kB
such that kBI&BB$ is a non-negative definite matrix, where I is an identity
matrix. In fact, we may choose
kB=3 max { :
D
i=0
:
D
j=1
(b (L)ij )
2, :
D
i=0
:
D
j=1
(b (R)ij )
2, D } :
D
i=1
(d i)2= .
Denote
dmi=u$V &1m Zm, i , Zm= :
i # Am
dmi_(Xi) =i . (3.9)
The following two lemmas give the asymptotic properties of empirical
wavelet coefficients.
Lemma 2. There exists an integer J0 independent of g and n such that
(:^Jk&:Jk) I4=
2&J2 :
D
m=0
b (L)km Zk+mI4+O(1) %
(M)
J&J0
(!k),
for 0kL&1;
2&J2 :
D
m=0
bm Zk+mI4+O(1) % (M)J&J0(!k),
for Lk2J&L&1;
2&J2 :
D
m=0
b (R)k$mZk&mI4+O(1) %
(M)
J&J0
(!k),
for 2J&Lk2J&1,
where k$=2J&k&1.
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Lemma 3. For 2L2 j02 j2J&1 and Z$=(Z0 , ..., ZN&1), if g #
Bsp, q(T ) and s>max[12, 1p] then
(a) (; jk&;jk) I4=1- N W$jkBZ+o(1- n);
(b) E[(; jk&;jk)2 | X1 , ..., Xn]C;
(c) E(; jk&; jk)2=O( 1n) and E(:^j0k&:j0 k)
2=O( 1n),
where B is a N_N matrix given in (3.8) and W$jk is ( j, k)th row of discrete
wavelet transformation matrix W given in (3.5).
The next lemma is a basic tool for proving Theorems 3 and 5 and is
interesting by itself.
Lemma 4. Let Zi be a sequence of independent random variables such
that
E(Zi)=0, E(Z2i )=_
2
i <, and |E(Z
l
i)|
l !
2
_2i H
l&2,
for i=1, ..., n, l2 and a constant H. Then, for S=ni=1 Zi , Bn
n
i=1 _
2
i ,
and any q0, the inequality
E( |S|q I( [ |S|>*])2*q max {1, \2Bn q* +
q
= exp {&max \ *
2
4Bn
, q&
*2
4Bn+=
for 0*Bn H and
E( |S|q I[ |S|>*])2*q max {1, \2Hq* +
q
= exp {&max \ *4H , q&
*
4H+=
for *>Bn H holds.
Taking *j=( j& j0)+- kn and assuming that the wavelet basis used
here has regularity rs and the local polynomial used above has degree
D>s, we have, under the model of (3.1) and assumptions (I) and (II), the
following theorem.
Theorem 3. If 2 j0  n1(2s+1) and k>(12 ln 2)2 _2H2kA kv C* withkA2*0 and C*<k*2 ln 2, then
sup
g # B sp, q(T )
E & g^W (x)& g(x)&L2[0, 1]=O(n&2s(2s+1))
for any 1 p, q and s>max[ 12 ,
1
p].
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From [5, Lemma 2], we note that
[$(; jk , *j)&;jk]2C[min[ |;jk |, *j]2+(; jk&;jk)2 I[ |; jk&;jk |*j 2]].
It follows
E & g^W (x)& g(x)&L2[0, 1]
C _ :
2 j0&1
k=0
E(:^j0k&:j0 k)
2+ :
J&1
j= j0
:
2 j&1
k=0
min[ |;jk |, *j]2
+ :
j&1
j= j0
:
2 j&1
k=0
E[(; jk&; jk)2 I[ |; jk&;jk |*j2]]+ :
jJ
:
2 j&1
k=0
|;jk |2&
S1(n)+S21(n)+S22(n)+S3(n). (3.10)
It is easy to show that, from Lemma 3 and Proposition 2.1, S1(n), S21(n),
and S3(n) have the order of n&2s(2s+1). Furthermore, using Lemma 3(a),
; jk&;jk may be expressed asymptotically as the sum of independent ran-
dom variables. The order of S22(n) can then be showed from Lemma 4. The
detailed proof of Theorem 1 is given in the Appendix.
Remark 4. Theorem 1 still holds for any N=2J (where J is an integer)
satisfying the conditions of N ln nn  0 and Nn1&;   for any ;>0.
Let *j in the wavelet threshold estimator given in (3.6) be infinity. We
obtain the linear wavelet estimator as
g^WL(x)= :
2 j0&1
k=0
:^j0k, j0 k(x). (3.11)
It follows from (3.10) that
E & g^WL(x)& g(x)&L2[0, 1]C _ :
2 j0&1
k=0
E(:^ j0k&:j0 k)
2+ :
j j0
:
2 j&1
k=0
|; jk |2& .
Using Lemma 3(c) and Proposition 2.1, we get the following theorem.
Theorem 4. If 2 j0  n1(2s$+1), then
sup
g # B sp, q(T )
E & g^WL(x)& g(x)&L2[0, 1]=O(n&2s$(2s$+1))
for any 1 p, q and s>max[ 12 ,
1
p], where s$=s+
1
2&
1
p$ and
p$=min[ p, 2].
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Slightly modifying the wavelet threshold estimator constructed in
Section 3.1 can render it adaptive, in the sense that it attains the uniform
optimal convergence rate upto a logarithmic factor without specifying the
values of s, p and q. For any number s0>0, we define a class
S=[(s, p, q) : max[1p, 12]<ss0 , 1 p, q].
The adaptive estimator, denoted by g^A(x), is obtained by the three steps
described above. However, we take
*j=( j& j0)+ - tnn, 2 j0  n1(2s0+1),
and assume that the wavelet basis used has regularity r>s0 and the local
polynomial has degree D>s0 .
Theorem 5. If kA2*0 and tn satisfies the conditions that tn   and
tn(ln n)&;  0 for any ;>0, then, for all (s, p, q) # S,
sup
g # B sp, q (T )
E & g^A(x)& g(x)&L2[0, 1]=O(ln2 nn&2s(2s+1)).
3.3. Discussion
In this paper, we discuss the optimal convergence rate (in the minimax
sense) of regression estimation for the random design. We prove that it is
the same as that for the non-random design. We also construct a wavelet
estimator by using local threshold technique which can attain this optimal
rate but it cannot be attained by linear estimators in certain Besov spaces.
As other local threshold and block threshold wavelet estimators [5, 15],
the wavelet threshold estimator proposed in this paper is not completely
data-driven. It depends on some constants which are not given explicitly by
the theory, and have to be chosen in some empirical way. One way of
choosing the constants k and j0 is to use cross-validation method. Nason
[18] discussed how to use cross-validation method in choosing the
threshold parameter in the wavelet estimator of regression for the non-ran-
dom design. For the random design, it is suggested to use leave-one-out
cross-validation method, i.e., delete one observation (Xi , Yi) from the
sample of size n and use the rest to construct a wavelet threshold estimator,
g^i , by the procedure stated in Section 3.2.
Let
CV(k, j0)=
1
n
:
n
i=1
( g^i (Xi)&Yi)2.
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Then the constants chosen by cross-validation method are (k**, j 0**) such
that
CV(k**, j 0**)= inf
k, j0
CV(k, j0).
It is noted that, from Theorem 3, estimators attain different optimal con-
vergence rates in different spaces. In practice, a single function may be in
the intersection of different functional spaces. Thus, it is important to find
an adaptive estimator attaining the ‘‘best’’ rate of convergence, on a large
scale of functional spaces simultaneously. Wavelet threshold estimator has
shown to have this good property. In Theorem 5, we propose an adaptive
result. From the proof of Theorem 5, we can derive a more specific adap-
tive estimator. We use a local polynomial of degree D and choose a wavelet
basis with regularity r (rD) in the constructing procedure stated in
Section 3.2. Let j0=0, *j=( j& j0)+- ln(ln n)n, and 2J  nlog2 n. We
then get a wavelet threshold estimator, g^A0 , which can attain near optimal
convergence rate (ln2 nn&2s(2s+1)) simultaneously in all Besov spaces Bsp, q
with max[ 12 ,
1
p]<s<D and 1 p, q.
APPENDIX
Denote
01={C*Nn |Am |C*; m=0, 1, ..., N&1= (A.1)
0=4 & 01 ,
where |Am | is defined in (3.3) and the constants C* and C* satisfyC*>k*ln 2 and C
*
<k
*
2 ln 2, respectively. Let C, C1 , ... be constants
independent of g and n and have different values in each appearance. For
matrices A and B, AB denotes the matrix B&A being non-negative
definite. I denotes an identity matrix.
Proof of Proposition 2.4. From Proposition 2.2, it is noted that if
s>1p and f # Bsp, q[0, 1], then f # L[0, 1]. Let
#s, p, q( f )=\|
1
0
t&sq &OSC (M)f ( } , t)&qLp[0, 1]
dt
t +
1q
.
It follows, from [25, Theorem 5.2.1] and Proposition 2.1, that
#s, p, q( f )C & f &Bsp, qC1 ,
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for constants C and C1 . Furthermore, noting that OSC (M)f (x, t) increases
as t, we have
#qs, p, q( f )=|
1
0
t&sq \|
1
0
|OSC (M)f (x, t)| p dx+
qp dt
t
 :

j=0
|
2&j
2&j&1
2 j(sq+1) \|
1
0
|OSC (M)f (x, 2& j&1)| p dx+
qp
dt
=
1
2
:

j=0
2 jsq \|
1
0
|OSC (M)f (x, 2& j&1)| p dx+
qp

1
2
:

j= j0
2( j& j0) sq \|
1
0
|OSC (M)f (x, 2& j&1+ j0)| p dx+
qp
=
1
2
:

j= j0
2( j& j0) sq \ :
2 j&1
m=0
|
2&j(m+1)
2&jm
|OSC (M)f (x, 2& j&1+ j0)| p dx+
qp

1
2
:

j= j0
2( j& j0) sq \ :
2 j&1
m=0
2& j |OSC (M)f (!m , 2& j+ j0)| p dx+
qp
.
So, for any j j0 there exists a constant C2 such that
2( j& j0) sq \ :
2 j&1
m=0
2& j |OSC (M)f (!m , 2& j+ j0)| p dx+
qp
2#qs, p, qC2 .
The proposition follows by letting l= j& j0 .
Proposition A.1. For any r>0 and a sufficient large n,
P(01)1&n&r.
Proof. Following the proof of [24, Lemma 1], we get that if ’m , for
m=0, 1, ..., N&1, are independent Bernoulli random variables such that
’= ’m and E’=M, then
P(’CM)(22Ce)M2 and P(’CM)(e2C)M2.
Noting |Am |=ni=1 I[Xi # [mN, (m+1)N]] and k*
n
NE |Am |k*
n
N , we
prove the proposition.
Proof of Lemma 1. Define two (D+1)_(D+1) matrices
V m=|Am | &1 Vm=(v :;) and V m=(v~ :;),
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where
v :;=|Am |&1 :
i # Am
[N(Xi&!m)]:+;
=
ni=1 [N(Xi&!m)]
:+; I[N |Xi&!m | 12]
ni=1 I[N |Xi&!m | 12]
,
v~ :;=|
|x|12
x:+;fm(x) dx
and
fm(x)=
f \ xN+!m+
|
|t|12
f \ tN+!m+ dt
.
In the first step, we prove that, for any =>0 and r>0,
P( |v :;&v~ :; |=)=O(n&r) for all :, ; (A.2)
let ’i=[N(Xi&!m):+;&v~ :;] I[N |Xi&!m |12] . Using Proposition A.1, we
have, for all : and ;,
P( |v :;&v~ :; |=)=P \} :
n
i=1
’i }= |Am |+
P \} :
n
i=1
’ i }= |Am | & 01 ++P(0c1)
P \} :
n
i=1
’ i }=C* nN++O(n&r).
Using the Bernstein inequality [22, p. 192], we get (A.2).
It is easy to show that v~ :;&v:;  0 where v:; is given in (3.7). Thus,
P( |v :;&v:; |2=)=O(n&r) for all :, ;.
Let *m0 be the smallest eigenvalue of V m and x be the corresponding eigen-
vector with &x&=1. Then
*m0*0&|x$(V m&V ) x|
*0&(D+1) max
:;
|v :;&v:; |.
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Thus,
P(*m0*0 2)P \max:; |v :;&v:; |
*0
2(D+1)+=O(n&r). (A.3)
On the other hand, *&1m0 is the largest eigenvalue of V
&1
m . Then
P(u$V &1m ukA |Am |
&1, Vm>0)P(u$V &1m u2*0 , Vm>0)
P(*m0*0 2). (A.4)
Lemma 1 follows from (A.3) and (A.4).
Proof of Lemma 2. We prove the case of Lk2J&L&1 only. The
proof for other two cases are similar,
(:^Jk&:Jk) I4=
1
- N \ :
D
m=1
bm :
i # Ak+m
dm+k, i Yi&| g \x+kN + ,(x) dx+ I4
=
1
- N
:
D
m=1
bmZm+kI4+Tk ,
where
Tk=
1
- N \ :
D
m=1
bm :
i # Ak+m
dm+k, i g(Xi)&| g \x+kN + ,(x) dx+ I4 .
Let P!m be the optimal polynomial given in Proposition 2.3 with degree
M=[s]D. Note that g^(!m) is fitted based on the least-squares by a poly-
nomial of degree D in the neighborhood of !m . Thus i # Am dmiP(Xi)=
P(!m) for any polynomial P with degree D. Then, by noting support ,/
[&L+1, L],
Tk=
1
- N \ :
D
m=1
bm :
i # Ak+m
dm+k, i (g(Xi)&P!k(X i))+ I4
+
1
- N \ :
D
m=1
bm(P!k(!m+k)&|
L
&L
P!k \x+kN + ,(x)+ I4
+
1
- N |
L
&L \P!k \
x+k
N +& g \
x+k
N ++ ,(x) dx I4 . (A.5)
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It is noted that there exists an integer J1 only dependent on L and D such
that !m+k , Xi and x+kN # [t : |t&!k |2
J&J1] for i # Ak+m , x # [&L, L]
and m=1, ..., D, and
\ :i # Ak+m |dk+m, i | I4+
2
|Ak+m | :
i # Ak+m
d2k+m, iI4
=|Ak+m | u$V &1m+kuI4kA .
From (A.5) and Proposition 2.3,
Tk
1
- N \ :
D
m=1
bm :
i # Ak+m
|dm+k, i | I4% (M)J&J0(!k)+
1
- N
% (M)J&J0(!k) | |,(x)| dx+

C
- N
% (M)J&J0(!k).
Proof of Lemma 3. Let %=(% (M)J&J0(!0), ..., %
(M)
J&J0
(!N&1))$ and :=
(:J, 0 , ..., :J, N&1). It follows from Lemma 2 that
(; jk&; jk) I4=W$jk(:^J&:J) I4
=
1
- N
(W$jkBZ+O(1) W$jk%)

1
- N
(W$jkBZ+O(1)(W$jkWjk } %$%)12)
=
1
- N \W$jk BZ+O(1) _ :
N&1
m=1
(% (M)J&J0(!m))
2&
12
+ . (A.6)
Using Proposition 2.4, we have, for the case of p2,
\ 1N :
N&1
m=1
(% (M)J&J0(!m))
2+
12
\ 1N :
N&1
m=1
(% (M)J&J0(!m))
p+
1p
C2&Js=o \ 1- n+ ;
(A.7)
and, for the case of p<2,
1
- N \ :
N&1
m=1
(% (M)J&J0(!m))
2+
12

1
- N \ :
N&1
m=1
(% (M)J&J0(!m))
p+
1p

C
- N
2&J(s&1p)=o \ 1- n+ . (A.8)
Then, Lemma 3(a) follows from (A.6) to (A.8).
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Now, we consider Lemma 3(b). Since
E[(; jk&; jk)2 | X1 , ..., Xn]=E[(W$jk(:^J&:J))2 | X1 , ..., Xn]
W$jkW jkE[(:^J&:J)$ (:^J&:J) | X1 , ..., Xn]
2 :
N&1
s=0
[E(:^2Js | X1 , ..., Xn)+:
2
Js], (A.9)
E(Y 2i | X1 , ..., Xn)=E[(g(X i)+_(Xi) = i)
2 | X1 , ..., Xn]C
and
|Am | :
i # Am
d2m, i I4mkA .
Then,
E(:^2js | X1 , ..., Xn)=
1
N
E \\ :
D
m=0
bm :
i # Am+s
dm+s, iYiI4m+s+
2
} X1 , ..., Xn+

D+1
N
:
D
m=0
b2m |Am+s |
_ :
i # Am+s
d2m+s, i I4m+s E(Y
2
i | X1 , ..., Xn)
C
N
, (A.10)
for Ls2J&L&1. Thus, noting that
|:Js |
1
- N | &g& |,(x)| dx
C
- N
, (A.11)
Lemma 3(b) follows from (A.9), (A.10), (A.11), and Proposition 2.2(b). We
then complete the proof of Lemma 3(b).
Finally, from Lemma 3(a) and inequalities of E(ZZ$I0)(kAC*)
(Nn) I and BB$kBI, we have
E(; jk&; jk)2 I0
2
N
W$jkBE(ZZ$) B$WjkI0+o \1n+=O \
1
n+ .
Furthermore, using Lemma 3(b), Lemma 1, and Proposition A.1, we get
E(; jk&;jk)2=O \1n+ .
By the same argument, we show that E(:^j0k&: j0k)
2=O( 1n).
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Proof of Lemma 4. We consider the case of S>0 only. For 0t 12H ,
EetXk1+ :

m=2
|E(X mk )|
tm
m !
1+
_2k t
2
2
:

m=2
(Ht)m&21+_2kt
2e_
2
kt
2
.
Further, for any S>0, :>0 and q0, we note that Sq( q:)
q e:S&q. Thus,
E(SqI[S*])E _\q:+
q
e:S&qe(S&*) t& I[S*]
\q:+
q
e&q&*t+Bn(t+:)2.
Taking :+t=*2Bn , :=min[q*, *2Bn] for 0<*BnH and :+t=
*2H, :=min[q*, *2H] for *>Bn H, then Lemma 4 will follow.
For any r>0, denote
&;j&r=\ :
2 j&1
k=0
|; jk | r+
1r
.
Proof of Theorem 3. From (3.10), we have
E & g^W (x)& g(x)&L2[0, 1] ] S1(n)+S21(n)+S22(n)+S3(n).
It is easy to know that S1(n)=O(2 j0n&1)=O(n&2s(2s+1)) from Lemma 3.
By Proposition 2.1, &;j&pC2& j(s+12&1p) for g(x) # Bsp, q(T ). Thus, in
the case of p2,
S3(n)= :
jJ
&; j &22 :
jJ
&;j &2pC :
jJ
2&2j(s+12&1p)
C12&2J(s+12&1p)=O(n&2s(2s+1))
and
S21(n)C :
J&1
j= j0
:
k
|;jk | p *2& pj =C1 :
J&1
j= j0
\j& j0n +
1& p2
&; j& pp
C2n p2&1 :
J&1
j= j0
( j& j0)2& p 2& j(sp+ p2&1)
C2n p2&12& j0(sp+ p2&1) :

l=0
(l )2& p 2&l(sp+ p2&1)
=O(n p2&1n&(sp+ p2&1)(2s+1))=O(n&2s(2s+1)).
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In the case of p>2,
S3(n)= :
jJ
&; j &22 :
jJ
2 j(1&2p) &;j&2pC2
&2Js=O(n&2s(2s+1))
and
S21(n)C :
J&1
j= j0
2 j(1&2p) &;j&2pC2 :
J&1
j= j0
2& j2s=O(n&2s(2s+1)).
In order to prove S22(n) to be O(n&2s(2s+1)), we only need to prove that
there exists an integer J0 independent of n and g such that
S*22(n)= :
J&1
j= j0+J0
:
2 j&1
k=0
E[(; jk&;jk)2 I[ |; jk&;jk|*j 2]]
has the order of n&2s(2s+1). Furthermore, since P(0c)=O(n&r) for any
r>0, we write, by Lemma 3, S*22(n) as
S*22(n)C :
J&1
j= j0+J0
:
2 j&1
k=0
E[(; jk&; jk)2 I0I[ |; jk&;jk| I0*j2]]+o \1n+
C1 :
J&1
j= j0+J0
:
2 j&1
k=0 \E \
1
- N
W$jkBZ+
2
I0I[ |1- N W$jk BZ|*j 3]
+o \1n+ P \}
1
- N
W$jkBZ }*j 3+++o \1n+
] S221(n)+S222+o \1n+ .
We only provide the proof for S221(n)=O(n&2s(2s+1)) in this paper. The
proof for S222(n)=O(n&2s(2s+1)) is similar.
For any fixed ( j, k) satisfying jJ&1 and 0k2 j&1, we get the
uniform upper bound of
E _\ 1- N W$jkBZ+
2
I0I[ |1- N W$jk BZ| *j3] } X1 , ..., Xn& .
Let
Pjk=B$Wjk , ’mi=
1
- N
Pjk(m) dm, i_(X i) =iI0
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and
S= :
N
m=0
:
i # Am
’mi=
1
- N
W$jk BZI0 ,
where Pjk(m) is the mth element of P jk . Obviously, ’mi ’s are independent
of each other for given X1 , ..., Xn such that
E(’mi | X1 , ..., Xn)=0,
E(’2mi)=_
2
mi=
1
N
P2jk(m) d
2
mi_
2(Xi) I0 ,
:
N
m=1
:
i # Am
_2mi
1
N
:
N
m=1
P2jk(m) :
i # Am
d2mi_
2(Xi) I0
kA kB_2
nC
*
] Bn
and
E |(’ lmi)|
1
2 _
2
mi l ! H*
l&2 ,
where H
*
=H_ - kA kBnC*. Furthermore, let K=- kC* kakb (112H_)
and choose J0 such that *jmax[4H, BH]. Then, by Lemma 4 and noting
that K>ln 2, we have
E(S2I[ |S|*j3] | X1 , ..., Xn)C
( j& j0)2
n
exp[&( j& j0) K]
uniformly for X1 , ..., Xn , where j j0+J0 . Thus,
S221(n) :
J&1
j= j0+J0
:
2 j&1
k=0
E(S 2I[ |S2|*j 3])
C
2 j0
n
:

l=J0+1
l2e&l(K&ln 2)
=O(n&2s(2s+1)).
We complete the proof of Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 5. Using the notations in the proof of Theorem 3,
E & g^A(x)& g(x)&L2[0, 1]S1(n)+S21(n)+S22(n)+S3(n).
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By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1, we get
S1(n)=O(n&2s(2s+1)), S3(n)=O(n&2s(2s+1)),
and S22(n)=O(tnn&2s(2s+1)).
For S21(n), define j2 by
2 j2  \ ntn ln2 n+
1(2s+1)
.
We then decompose S21(n) as
S21(n)= :
j2
j= j0
:
k
min[;jk , *j]2+ :
J&1
j= j2
:
k
min[; jk , * j]2
] S211(n)+S212(n),
where
S211(n)C :
j2
j= j0
*2j 2
j=O \tn ln
2 n
n +
2s(2s+1)
=O(ln2 nn&2s(2s+1)).
Similar to the proof of the order of S21(n) in Theorem 1, we get
S212(n)=O \tn ln
2 n
n +
2s(2s+1)
=O(ln2 nn&2s(2s+1)).
We thus complete the proof of Theorem 5.
Proof of Theorem 1. For an integer j, let Bjk=[k2 j, (k+1)2 j], Ajk=
[i; Xi # Bjk] and |A jk |=card(A jk). There exist constants :, ; # (0, 1) such
that n:2 jn; for a sufficient large n. Using the same argument as in the
proof of Proposition A.1, it is easy to know that there is a constant C$ such
that P( |Ajk |C$(n2 j); k=0, ..., 2 j&1)=1+o(1). Denote D=[ |Ajk |
C$(n2 j); k=0, ..., 2 j&1]. D is thus the set [(x1 , ..., xn) : |Ajk |C$(n2 j);
k=0, ..., 2 j&1] in Rn, where the Xi in |Ajk | is replaced by xi . We denote
R* as
sup
g # B sp, q (T )
E & g^L(x)& g(x)&2L2[0, 1]
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for a linear estimator g^L=ni=1 Yi|i (x, X1 , ..., Xn). Then
R*=E " :
n
i=1
g(Xi) |i (x, X1 , ..., Xn)& g(x)"
2
L2[0, 1]
+_2E |
1
0
:
n
i=1
|2i (x, X1 , ..., Xn) dx
|
D
|
1
0 \ :
n
i=1
g(xi) |i (x, x1 , ..., xn)& g(x)+
2
dx } ‘
n
i=1
f (xi) dxi
+_2 |
1
0 \|D |2i (x, x1 , ..., xn) ‘
n
i=1
f (xi) dx i+ dx
=|
D
|
1
0 \ :
n
i=1
g(xi) |i (x, x1 , ..., xn)& g(x)+
2
dx
} ‘
n
i=1
f (x i) dxi+_2 |
1
0
q(x) dx (A.12)
for any g # Bsp, q(T ), where q(x)=D |
2
i (x, x1 , ..., xn) >
n
i=1 f (x i) dxi . It
follows that there exists an integer k$ (0k$2 j&1) such that
|
Bjk$
q(x) dx2& j_&2R*. (A.13)
Let (x) be the mother wavelet with derivatives until rth (rs) order.
Without loss of generality, we assume supp (x)/[0, 1]. Then there is a
constant F # (0, 1) such that
+(x # [0, 1] : |(x)|F )F, (A.14)
where + denotes Lebesque measure. Denote
h2(x, x1 , ..., xn)= :
n
i=1
g2(xi) | i (x, x1 , ..., xn),
A=[x # Bjk$ : | g2(x)|22 j2F] and B=[x # Bjk$ : |q(x)|C2R*], where
g2(x)=2 jk$(x) and the constant C22F_2. It follows from (A.13) and
(A.14) that +(A)2& jF and +(B)(1& 12F ) 2
& j. So, +(A & B) 12F2
& j.
For any x # A & B, there exists a constant F1 such that
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|
D
h22(x, x1 , ..., xn) ‘
n
i=1
f (x i) dxi
=|
D \ :
n
i=1
g2(Xi) |i (x, x1 , ..., xn)+
2
‘
n
i=1
f (xi) dxi
|
D
222 j :
n
i=1
2(2 jxi&k$) :
n
i=1
|2i (x, x1 , ..., xn) ‘
n
i=1
f (xi) dx i
&&2 n 2
2q(x)
F1n 22R* (A.15)
and
| g2(x)|=22 j2 |(2 jx&k$)|F 22 j2. (A.16)
Suppose that R* satisfies the inequalities
(F1nR*)12< 12F2
j2 (A.17)
and
R*< 132 F
3 22. (A.18)
Let 2=F22& j(s+12&1p). Then g2(x) # Bsp, q(T ) for a small constant F2 .
Next we show that if 2 j satisfies the condition that there exist constants
:, ; # (0, 1) such that n:<2 j<n; for a sufficient large n, then the
inequalities (A.17) and (A.18) cannot hold simultaneously. In fact, if (A.17)
is true, by virtue of (A.12), (A.14), and (A.16), it follows
R*|
1
0
|
D
(h2(x, x1 , ..., xn)& g2(x))2 ‘
n
i=1
f (xi) dxi dx
|
A & B
|
D
(h2(x, x1 , ..., xn)& g2(x))2 ‘
n
i=1
f (xi) dxi dx
|
A & B _|D \ g22(x) ‘
n
i=1
f (x i) dx i +
12
dx
&\|D \h22(x, x1 , ..., xn) ‘
n
i=1
f (xi) dx i+
12
&
2
dx
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|
A & B
[F 22 j2(P(D))12&(F1n 22R*)12]2 dx
|
A & B
[F 22 j2((P(D))12& 12)]
2
 132 2
2F 3
for a sufficient large n. This contradicts (A.18).
We assume R*n&2s$(2s$+1), otherwise Theorem 1 is obvious. Further-
more, let 2 j=(kR*)12s$ and the constant k< 132 F
3F 22 . Then, the inequality
(A.18) holds. It is easy to verify from (A.12) by assuming g(x) to be a con-
stant that R*C2 1n for a constant C2 . So, there exist constants :, ; # (0, 1)
such that n:2 jn; for a sufficient large n. Thus, inequality (A.17) cannot
hold, i.e.,
R*C3n&2s$(2s$+1)
for a constant C3 .
In order to prove Theorem 2, we need the following lemma which is
closely related to Assouad Lemma. Its proof is the same as that of [7,
Theorem 5.2] for the situation of density function.
Lemma A.1. Let r1 be an integer. G contains all g%’s where %=0.
%1 } } } %r (%i=0 or 1) can take 2r possible values. ’i agrees with % except in
the i th bit. If A1 , ..., Ar is a partition of [0, 1],
|
Ai
| g% (x)& g’i (x)|
2 dx:2>0
for all % and
| - |(x) |(x+ g% (x j)& g’i (xj)) dx;>0
for all % and x j ( j=1, ..., n) with (x1 , ..., xn) # D1 , then
inf
g^
sup
g # G
E |
1
0
( g^(x)& g(x))2 dx 14 r:
2(1&- 2n*(1&;)),
where D1 is a subset of Rn, n*=max1ir *[ j ; g% (xj)& g’i (x j){0 for all
(x1 , ..., xn) # D1] and *A denotes the number of elements in a set A.
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Proof of Theorem 2. We use the notations of Lemma A.1 and consider
the set
G={ g%= :k # Kj 2%kjk ; %k=0, or 1= , for j0,
where Kj=[0, 1, ..., 2 j&1] and 2 j  n1(2s+1). Choose a constant M such
that g% # Bsp, q(T ) for 2M2
& j(s+12). Then
sup
g # B sp, q (T )
E & g^(x)& g(x)&2L2[0, 1]
 sup
g% # G
E _|
1
0
( g^(x)& g(x))2 dx }D& P(D)
for any estimator g^, where D is given in the proof of Theorem 1. It is
obvious that
|
Ak
| g%& g’k |
2 dx=22>0
| - |(x) |(x+ g% (X j)& g’i (Xj) dx1&C (g% (Xj)& g’i (Xj))2,
and under D there exists a constant F3 such that
n*= max
1ir
*[ j; g% (Xj)& g’i (Xj){0]F3n2
& j,
where Ak=[k2 j, (k+1)2 j] and the constant C is given in Theorem 2.
Using Lemma A.1, we have
sup
g # B sp, q (T )
E & g^(x)& g(x)&2L2[0, 1]
 14 2
j 22(1&- 2F3 n 22 &&2 ).
Choose 2=F42& j(s+12) for a small constant F4 . Then, Theorem 2 follows.
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